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We have fabricated Si-on-insulator (SOI) layers with a thickness h1 of a few nanometers and

examined them by Raman spectroscopy with 363.8 nm excitation. We have found that phonon and

electron confinement play important roles in SOI with h1< 10 nm. We have confirmed that the

first-order longitudinal optical phonon Raman band displays size-induced major homogeneous

broadening due to phonon lifetime reduction as well as minor inhomogeneous broadening due to

wave vector relaxation (WVR), both kinds of broadening being independent of temperature. Due to

WVR, transverse acoustic (TA) phonons become Raman-active and give rise to a broad band in the

range of 100–200 cm�1. Another broad band appeared at 200–400 cm�1 in the spectrum of SOI is

attributed to the superposition of 1st order Raman scattering on longitudinal acoustic phonons and

2nd order scattering on TA phonons. Suppression of resonance-assisted 2-nd order Raman bands in

SOI spectra is explained by the electron-confinement-induced direct band gap enlargement com-

pared to bulk Si, which is confirmed by SOI reflection spectra. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4947021]

INTRODUCTION

Si on insulator (SOI) structure, a single-crystal silicon

film on an amorphous buried oxide layer (BOX) layer sepa-

rating the film from Si substrate (Fig. 1), was introduced as a

key building block for the next generation microelectronic

devices. Due to interesting physical properties, SOI appeared

to be a subject of intensive scientific studies in the last dec-

ade. High dielectric contrast between Si and SiO2 as well as

high Si Raman efficiency enabled obtaining Si Raman lasing

in SOI in the infrared spectral range.1,2 Another highlighted

application of SOI is as an ultra-low-loss waveguide.3

Interesting nanoscale electronic4 and mechanical5–7 proper-

ties of SOI also attracted much attention. Studying their elec-

trical, optical, mechanical, and thermal properties is

important for both basic science and applications. SOI nano-

layers with thickness h1< 10 nm are considered as important

elements in the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

technology for integrated circuits with enhanced perform-

ance such as reduced threshold and applied voltages and

increased switching speed.8 Carrier mobility and thermal

conductivity of such thin films are influenced by the electron

and phonon confinement, the issue of a special interest. In

this work, we study phonon and electron confinement effects

in few-nanometer-thick high-quality SOI using Raman and

reflection spectroscopy.

SOI nanolayers with a few nanometer thickness weakly

interact with visible light while demonstrate strong coupling

with near-ultraviolet (near-UV) light.9–11 Recently, we dem-

onstrated UV Raman and absorption enhancement of a few

nanometer thick SOI using a constructive interference in the

BOX layer.9 This attracts interest to SOI as UV photo-

detectors and even UV-enhanced solar cells for a number of

specific applications.12 Recently, we studied the size effects

on the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon Raman band of few-

nanometer-thick SOI at the temperature T� 77 K and

observed thickness-inversely-proportional homogeneous LO

phonon band broadening that is associated with the phonon

lifetime reduction, probably, due to surface disorder.10

Weaker inhomogeneous band broadening due to phonon con-

finement and wave vector relaxation (WVR) was also

observed. Both band broadening effects together appeared to

be much smaller than those suggested by previous results on

Raman spectra of Si nanofilms (NFs).10 That discrepancy was

attributed to the difference in NF quality. Indeed, nowadays,

the quality of SOI is much better than that of Si NFs years or

decades ago. Such high-quality SOI NFs display much sharper

Raman bands than bad-quality Si NFs do. This fact is a strong

motivation for further studies of SOI size effects in Raman

spectra. In this work, we focus on the size effects in the wide-

range 1st and 2nd order Raman spectra of SOI.

EXPERIMENTAL

Commercially available initial SOI structures were

received from SOITEC. [001]-oriented SOI were located on
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the top of a 145 nm BOX (h2¼ 145 nm) covering a Si sub-

strate (Fig. 1). Initial thickness of SOI was 70 nm. Then it

was reduced using dry etching in the low pressure oxygen

atmosphere, where reaction 2SiþO2!2SiO" occurred.13–15

At elevated wafer temperature of 900 �C, migration of Si

atoms on the SOI surface was activated, and therefore,

atomically flat surface was created. At low oxygen pressure,

layer-by-layer etching took place. This method allowed con-

trol of h1 through oxygen pressure and oxidation time with

60.5 nm precision. Fig. 2(a) shows dependence of h1 on the

etching time of 12 nm thick SOI. Then, h1 was checked by

the electron microscopy, ellipsometry, and reflection spec-

troscopy. Insets in Fig. 2(a) demonstrate transmission elec-

tron microscopic (TEM) images of �2.5 nm and �4 nm

thick SOI. Fig. 2(b) shows an atomic force microscopy

(AFM) image of the oxygen-etched surface of 2 lm � 2 lm

area of �4 nm thick SOI. Root mean square (RMS) rough-

ness of �0.1 nm was obtained from this image.

Raman measurement was done in the back-scattering

geometry with the incident and scattered light directed along

the [001] axis of SOI (Z axis in Fig. 1) using a Nanofinder-

30 system (Tokyo Instruments Inc.) equipped with a

363.8 nm wavelength Arþ laser corresponding to the reso-

nant Raman enhancement and small (10–15 nm) penetration

depth of light in silicon.9–11 In contrast to our previous

Raman studies of SOI, where only 1st order allowed LO pho-

non Raman band was measured, in this work, we also made

Raman measurement in a wide 100–1100 cm–1 spectral

range. The low-frequency instrumental limit was determined

by Semrock edge filters used for the suppression of elasti-

cally scattered laser light. Wide spectral range measurements

were done with the 1800 g/mm diffraction grating, while

high-spectral-resolution measurements (�0.6 cm�1) in the Si

LO phonon range were done with the Echelle grating work-

ing in the 65th order. All measurements were made with the

Olympus 0.16 N.A. 4� lens with an incident laser power

density �10 lW/lm2, which is well below the level of no-

ticeable laser-induced heating of SOI.

The lateral orientation of SOI was different from the ori-

entation of Si substrate (Fig. 1), namely, the [110] axis of

SOI was parallel to the [100] axis of Si substrate.9 This ena-

bles making SOI Raman measurement in a polarization con-

figuration XX//[110] with both incident and scattered lights

polarized parallel to the SOI [110] axis, which corresponds

to the allowed Raman signal of the LO phonon from SOI

with no contribution from the Si substrate LO phonon that

appears to be in the forbidden XX//[100] configuration.

FIG. 2. (a) Dependence of SOI thickness h1 on the etching time in the oxy-

gen atmosphere at the pressure of �10�5 Torr and temperature �900 �C.

Insets show TEM images of SOI cross-sections with h1 � 4 nm and

�2.5 nm. (b) AFM topography image of the oxygen-etched surface of the

4 nm thick SOI. Z scale corresponds to 1.68 nm. RMS roughness is �0.1 nm.
FIG. 1. Schematic view of SOI structure.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3(a) shows the high-spectral-resolution

(�0.6 cm�1) room-temperature (T� 300 K) Raman spectrum

of �2.5 nm thick SOI with the LO phonon Raman band,

which is obtained in the XX//SOI [110] polarization configu-

ration. The SOI Raman band with the full-width at

half-maximum (FWHM) �4.25 cm�1 is displayed with no

contribution from the bulk Si substrate. Fig. 3(b) shows a

spectrum of the same sample, which was taken in the forbid-

den for SOI LO phonon X0X0//SOI [100] polarization config-

uration. The Raman band with FWHM �3.1 cm�1 originates

mainly from the Si substrate, which is allowed in this config-

uration. It is slightly broader than the bulk Si Raman band

with FWHM �2.9 cm�1 (Fig. 3(c)) due to an insignificant

contribution of the SOI band that is not completely

suppressed in the X0X0//SOI [100] polarization configuration.

The vertical axes of all three spectra in Fig. 3 are given in

photon counts, and they represent actual intensity ratios of

the displayed Raman bands. The SOI band (Fig. 3(a)) is sig-

nificantly enhanced compared to both substrate (Fig. 3(b))

and bulk Si (Fig. 3(c)) bands due to both reduced reflectance

of thin SOI NF and constructive interference of near-UV

light in the 145 nm thick BOX.9

As one can see, the �2.5 nm thick SOI LO phonon ex-

perimental Raman band (circles) can be fitted using modified

Richter–Campbell–Fauchet (RCF) model (blue curve) taking

into account NF thickness-induced phonon lifetime s reduc-

tion.10,11 We will use abbreviation RCFAP for this modified

RCF model. In the classical RCF model,16 for the dimension-

less wave vector q normal to NF, the Raman selection rule

q¼ 0 becomes relaxed for a finite-size domain allowing

Raman scattering from the non-center Brillouin zone pho-

nons. (This is different from superlattices with crystalline

interfaces, where a simple standing-wave model with an

effective confinement wave vector qm can be applied, which

results in backfolding of bulk dispersion branches.) The de-

pendence of the Raman signal on the frequency INF(x) can

be obtained using integration over the Brillouin zone

INF xð Þ ¼ I0

ð1

0

jC qð Þj2dq

x� x0 qð Þð Þ2 þ C=2ð Þ2
; (1)

where I0 is proportional to the laser power and x0(q) is the

phonon frequency vs. wave vector in the [001] direction17

perpendicular to NF. In the RCF model,16 C¼Cbulk is the

FWHM of bulk material Raman band. jC(q)j2 is the Fourier

coefficient of the confinement function

jCðqÞj2 ¼ C0 exp½–ðqH=aaÞ2=2�; (2)

where C0 is the constant, a¼ 0.543 nm is the Si lattice pa-

rameter, while a is a fitting parameter introduced by Adu

et al.18 for nanowires (RCFA model) but it also can be used

for NFs, the larger a corresponding to the stronger wave vec-

tor q relaxation.

In contrast to RCF and RCFA models, C¼Cbulk, whereas

in the RCFAP model,10,11 C>Cbulk due to the phonon lifetime

reduction. RCFAP fitting of the �2.5 nm thick SOI LO phonon

Raman band (Fig. 3(a)) was done with parameters C¼ 4 cm�1

and a¼ 0.21. This implies homogeneous size-induced band

broadening compared to bulk Si DC� 4�2.9¼ 1.1 cm�1 and

inhomogeneous WVR-induced broadening DWVR� 4.25�4

¼ 0.25 cm�1. These values appeared to be in very good agree-

ment with corresponding values obtained for �2.5 nm thick

SOI at the temperature of 77 K.10 Therefore, both kinds of band

broadening are independent of the temperature.

Figure 4 shows the Fourier coefficient of the confine-

ment function corresponding to h1¼ 2.5 nm and a¼ 0.21

(black curve). In the same figure, the green line shows bulk

Si LO phonon Raman band frequency 520.5 cm�1, while the

red curve represents LO phonon dispersion in the [001]

direction.17 As one can see, WVR effect corresponding to

h1¼ 2.5 nm and a¼ 0.21 is rather weak in contrast, for

example, with that reported for �4 nm thick silicon on

FIG. 3. (a) LO phonon Raman band of �2.5 nm thick SOI observed in the

XX//[110] polarization configuration (circles) and its fitting using RCFAP

model (blue curve). (b) LO phonon Raman band of Si substrate with insig-

nificant contribution of �2.5 nm SOI band obtained in the X0X0//[100] polar-

ization configuration and its Lorentz fitting (blue curve). (c) LO phonon

Raman band of bulk Si observed in the XX//[110] polarization configuration

(circles) and its Lorentz fitting (blue curve).
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sapphire (SOS) NF in Ref. 16 requiring a� 2.8 to fit its

Raman band with FWHM �14 cm�1. The corresponding

Fourier coefficient is shown as a blue curve in Fig. 4.

Clearly, huge WVR-induced broadening DWVR� 11 cm�1

of SOS NF originates not from the phonon confinement but

from the film imperfections and even discontinuities. On the

other hand, relatively weak size-induced broadening of the

�2.5 nm SOI LO phonon Raman band demonstrates the high

quality of SOI NF studied in this work and, therefore, proves

that the observed effects are true size effects but not the

effects associated with NF imperfections.

Since C is a function of the phonon lifetime s, namely,

C¼ 1/(cps), where c stands for the speed of light, the homo-

geneous broadening DC� 1.1 cm�1 implies LO phonon life-

time reduction from �3.65 ps in bulk Si (C� 2.9 cm�1) to

�2.65 ps in �2.5 nm thick SOI (C� 4 cm�1). As we pro-

posed earlier,10 the most probable reason for the s reduction

is the amorphous-oxide-induced surface disorder influencing

Si interatomic potential in SOI. The impact of this effect on

both optical and acoustic phonons is significant. Recent stud-

ies of Si nano-membranes, showing that surface oxidation

strongly suppresses thermal conductivity,19 confirm the

strong influence of the surface disorder on Si NF phonon

properties.

Figure 5(a) shows Raman spectrum of �2.5 nm thick

SOI in the range from �100 cm�1 to 1100 cm�1. It is easy to

show using the known intensity ratio of LO phonon bands of

SOI and Si substrate (Fig. 3) that the substrate just slightly

contributes to the Raman spectrum shown in Fig. 5(a). Its

contribution is shown as a red curve in Fig. 5(a).

Let us consider features, which are much weaker than

the 1st order LO-phonon band at �520.5 cm�1. One noticea-

ble difference with the spectrum of bulk Si (Fig. 5(b)) can be

seen in the range of 100–200 cm�1. An asymmetric broad

Raman band, observed in this range of the SOI spectrum,

definitely, originates from the 1st order Raman scattering on

the transverse acoustic (TA) phonons. Indeed, Si phonon dis-

persion curves and density of states17 shown in Fig. 6 display

maximal TA phonon density of states in the 100–200 cm�1

range. Bulk Si Raman spectra (Fig. 5(b)) display no band in

this range since the 1st order acoustic phonon Raman signal

is forbidden. The acoustic phonon band became Raman-

active in SOI due to WVR and, consequently, Raman selec-

tion rule q¼ 0 relaxation.

It is important that the WVR approach like in the case of

SOI LO phonon appears to be more appropriate than the

Brillouin zone folding approach working well for superlatti-

ces with crystalline interfaces. Thus, WVR approach works

for oxide borders and relatively high phonon frequencies,

namely, for optical phonons and acoustic phonons close

to maxima of density of states. At the same time, for

low-frequency (<50 cm�1) long-wave acoustic phonons,

FIG. 5. Raman spectra of �2.5 nm thick SOI (a) and bulk Si (b) excited by

the 363.8 nm laser light and spectrum of bulk Si excited by the 514.5 nm

laser light (c). Asterisks show the bulk Si bands displayed due to the reso-

nant Raman scattering at the 363.8 nm excitation.

FIG. 4. Fourier coefficient of the confinement function for h1¼ 2.5 nm and

a¼ 0.21 (black curve) and that for h1¼ 4 nm and a¼ 2.8 (blue curve); LO

phonon dispersion (red curve) and LO phonon Raman shift (green line).
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backfolding of bulk dispersion branches reasonably works

with some corrections even for oxide borders.20

In the 200–400 cm�1 range, one can see a broad band

that is different from a bulk Si sharp feature associated with

the 2nd order Raman scattering on TA phonons at the

X-point of the Brillouin zone with maximum at �300 cm�1.

Both 2nd order Raman scattering on TA phonons and 1st

order scattering on LA phonons can contribute to the broad

band at 200–400 cm�1. Indeed, since the q¼ 0 rule is

relaxed, a broader variety of TA phonon couples can contrib-

ute to the 2nd order Raman spectrum of SOI. On the other

hand, LA phonon density of states displays a peak at

�350 cm�1 corresponding to L-X and W-L valleys (Fig. 6),

which can make additional contribution to the 200–400 cm�1

Raman band of SOI.

There are two other noticeable changes in the �2.5 nm

thick SOI Raman spectrum (Fig. 5(a)) compared to the bulk

Si one (Fig. 5(b)). Bulk Si displays a band at �750 cm�1,

which is absent in the SOI spectrum, and a band at

�1025 cm�1 that is much weaker in the SOI spectrum.

These bands marked with asterisks in Fig. 5(b) are displayed

in the spectrum of bulk Si due to the resonance of the

363.8 nm (�3.41 eV) light with the direct interband electron

transitions in the C-L valley of Si Brillouin zone with mini-

mal bandgap E0� 3.37 eV at the C point.21 There are no

such bands in the bulk Si Raman spectrum excited with the

514.5 nm laser light (Fig. 5(c)) corresponding to the photon

energy �2.41 eV well below the direct bandgap.

Figure 7(a) demonstrates band gap enlargement in SOI

by comparison of experimental reflection spectra with calcu-

lated ones using bulk Si optical constants, calculations being

made by the method described in Ref. 9. As one can see, in

accordance with the quantum size (carrier confinement)

effect enlarging energy band gap, experimental reflection

peak in the spectrum of 2.5 nm thick SOI displays �0.1 eV

blue shift compared to the peak in the corresponding theoret-

ical spectrum. This value appears to be in good agreement

with the direct bandgap enlargement �0.12 eV in 2.5 nm

thick SOI obtained using ellipsometry.22

Figure 7(b) shows the spectral dependence of bulk Si

Raman susceptibility23 with linear scale for vertical axis

instead of the logarithmic one in the original reference.

Arrows show photon energy �3.41 eV of the excitation laser

wavelength 363.8 nm, the smallest direct band gap energy E0

� 3.37 eV, and the energy �3.28 eV corresponding to the

�1025 cm�1 (�0.13 eV) Raman band. The Raman suscepti-

bility curve displays rather sharp resonance centered at

�3.4 eV with FWHM �0.16 eV. It is clear that the size-

induced �0.1 eV upshift of the resonance in �2.5 nm thick

SOI worsens resonance condition at the �3.41 eV excitation.

Therefore, resonance-associated bulk Si Raman bands at

�750 cm�1 and �1025 cm�1 become suppressed in the SOI

spectrum.

We have to note that the experimentally observed value

�0.1 eV of the size-induced direct band gap enlargement in

�2.5 nm thick SOI can be determined not only by the carrier

FIG. 6. Calculated Si phonon dispersions and density of states from Ref. 17.

Reprinted with permission from P. Giannozzi et al., Phys. Rev. B. 43, 7231

(1991). Copyright 1991 APS.

FIG. 7. (a) Experimental (bold lines) and theoretical (thin lines) reflection

spectra of SOI with different thicknesses, calculations being made with the

optical constants of bulk Si. (b) Spectral dependence of bulk Si Raman sus-

ceptibility. Arrows show photon energy of the excitation laser wavelength

363.8 nm, the smallest direct band gap energy E0, and the energy corre-

sponding to the �1025 cm�1 (�0.13 eV) Raman band.

FIG. 8. Raman spectra of SOI with thickness 4, 7, and 12 nm in the XX//

[110] polarization configuration. Asterisks show the �12 nm SOI bands dis-

played due to the resonant Raman scattering at the 363.8 nm excitation.
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confinement but also by the electron–phonon interaction22

and, possibly, by some other effects.

Figure 8 shows Raman spectra of �4, �7, and �12 nm

thick SOI. The spectrum of �12 nm thick SOI almost com-

pletely coincides with the spectrum of bulk Si shown in Fig.

5(b). At the same time, spectra of �4 nm and �7 nm thick

SOI display difference with the spectrum of bulk Si. A weak

but noticeable 1st order Raman activity of TA phonons in the

100–200 cm�1 range can be seen in the spectra of both �4 nm

and �7 nm thick SOI. Weakening of the �1025 cm�1 band

and absence of the �750 cm�1 band due to the Raman reso-

nance detuning are another size-induced effect in the spectra

of �4 nm and �7 nm thick SOI. However, both size effects

look less pronounced in the spectra of �4 nm and�7 nm thick

SOI than those in the spectrum of �2.5 nm thick SOI.

One more effect in the Raman spectrum of �2.5 nm

thick SOI can be seen in Fig. 9. This figure shows a high-

resolution spectrum, which displays a very weak 497 cm�1

Raman band at T � 100 K, low temperature being used to

sharpen the band. The observed Raman shift is close to

TO(L) or TA(L) þ LA(L) (Fig. 6). However, the assignment

of similar band observed in the Raman spectra of Si nano-

wires to a polycrystalline defect looks more convincing.24

As the authors of the cited work showed, the band was

enhanced after HF etching. A very low intensity of the corre-

sponding band in the �2.5 nm thick SOI spectrum suggests

that the concentration of such defects in our SOI samples is

very low.

CONCLUSIONS

We have fabricated high-quality few nanometer thick

SOI nanolayers from initial 70 nm thick SOI using dry etch-

ing in the low-pressure oxygen atmosphere and studied size

effects in their near-UV Raman and reflection spectra. LO

phonon Raman band of �2.5 nm thick SOI displays major

homogeneous broadening �1.1 cm�1 due to the phonon life-

time reduction and minor inhomogeneous broadening due to

phonon-confinement-induced WVR �0.25 cm�1. The values

of both types of broadening obtained at T � 300 K coincide

with those observed earlier at T � 77 K and, therefore, sug-

gest that both types of broadening are independent of

temperature. Both types of broadening are influenced by the

amorphous oxide borders, namely, naturally oxidized surface

on the top of SOI and BOX at the bottom of SOI.

In the 100–1100 cm�1 range Raman spectrum of

�2.5 nm thick SOI, we observed 1st order TA phonon band

at 100–200 cm�1 that became Raman active due to WVR. A

broad band at 200–400 cm�1 was attributed to both 1st order

Raman scattering on LA phonons from L-W and X-L valleys

of Brillouin zone and 2nd order scattering on TA phonons.

Due to direct electron energy bandgap enlargement con-

firmed by reflection spectra, resonance-assisted bands of

bulk Si at �750 cm�1 and �1025 cm�1 appeared to be sup-

pressed in the Raman spectrum of �2.5 nm thick SOI. As we

show, �4 nm and �7 nm thick SOI display phonon and elec-

tron size effects weaker than those in the spectra of �2.5 nm

thick SOI. At the same time, Raman spectrum of �12 nm

thick SOI was found to nearly coincide with the spectrum of

bulk Si suggesting that phonon and electron confinement

play important role in SOI with h1< 10 nm, while no signifi-

cant phonon size effects in the studied frequency range as

well as in the electron spectrum occur in SOI with

h1> 10 nm.
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